
• Pre-built interfaces between 
OTM and SPS Commerce’s 
carrier connectivity solution

• Reduced implementation 
and carrier on-boarding 
costs

• Quicker time-to-value
• Single contract

Solution Benefits
The Challenge
Virtually all OTM customers require electronic carrier connectivity with OTM. In  
the past, shippers have either built the connectivity in-house with their own tools  
or partnered with a 3rd party for carrier connectivity. In both cases, much of the  
connectivity to OTM was built as part of the project, resulting in lengthy projects 
when a large number of carriers and EDI messages were involved. 

The Solution
To expedite carrier connectivity and carrier on-boarding, Inspirage and SPS  
Commerce have jointly developed a set of pre-built interfaces between OTM  
and SPS Commerce’s carrier connectivity solution. 

Pre-Mapped EDI Transactions
The following EDI transactions have been mapped and developed between OTM 
and SPS Commerce’s carrier connectivity solution:

•	 Tender	Offer/Pickup	Notification	(EDI	204)
•	 Tender	Response	(EDI	990)
•	 Shipment	Status	(EDI	214)

Client-Specific Solutions
With Inspirage’s world-class OTM consultants, we can build on the pre-built interfaces 
to	ensure	the	solution	meets	each	client’s	specific	connectivity	requirements.	

Single Point of Contact
Inspirage is now a reseller of SPS Commerce Carrier Connectivity solutions,  
so customers only need to engage one vendor for their implementation and  
connectivity needs. 

The Conclusion
OTM customers can now leverage existing carrier connectivity integration for carrier 
connectivity to reduce OTM implementation time and costs.

OTM Carrier Connectivity Solution  
with Inspirage and SPS Commerce
An integrated carrier connectivity solution for Oracle  
Transportation Management (OTM)
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Contact Scott Pulczinski,  

Inspirage Solution’s Director, at 

scott.pulczinski@inspirage.com  

or at (480) 399-5460 for 

additional information. 


